A&S Media Report
9/19/15 - 9/25/15

A media tipsheet from Richard Miller (PHILOSOPHY) on the Pope’s visit resulted in more than 60 media hits. Tom Gilovich’s (PSYCHOLOGY) research on happiness was covered by 9 media outlets. A proposed mission to Enceledus by Jonathan Lunine (ASTRONOMY) was covered by 8 media outlets. An op-ed about trigger warnings by Kate Manne (PHILOSOPHY) ran in The New York Times, as did a Q&A on nationalism in Chinese politics with Jessica Chen Weiss (GOVERNMENT).

STATS AT A GLANCE
- 137 external media stories tracked
- 2 press releases/tip sheets distributed
- 2 studio appearances arranged
- 11 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 8 Cornell Daily Sun stories
- 23 Tweets
- 7 Facebook posts

SELECTED STORIES

**Humanities and Arts**

Katko, Collins looking forward to pope’s speech
*Ithaca Journal* (9/22/15) and 60 other media outlets
Richard Miller (PHILOSOPHY)

A Faculty Unites to Champion Free Speech on Campus
*The Atlantic*, 9/23/15
Kate Manne (PHILOSOPHY)

Exhibition shows how Chicano art icon’s work is reflected in her life
*Eltecolote*, 9/21/15
Ella Diaz (ENGLISH, LATINA/O STUDIES)

Why I Use Trigger Warnings
*New York Times*, 9/19/15 and 1 other media outlet
Kate Manne (PHILOSOPHY)

Eerie Ancient Wax Sculptures for Hexing Enemies, Destroying Demons, and Remembering the Dead
*Ancient Origins*, 9/18/15
Annetta Alexandridis (HISTORY OF ART)
CIA official and CU alum outlines future of agency
*Ithaca Journal*, 9/18/15, *Cornell Chronicle* and 1 other media outlet
David Cohen ’85 (HISTORY)

The Best Science Contest You’ve Never Heard Of
*Time Magazine*, 9/17/15 and 10 other media outlets
Michael Smith, graduate student (NBB)

Living with the ghost of Martin Heidegger
*University of Minnesota Press*, 9/17/15
Grant Farred (AFRICANA)

Students raise the curtain on Darfur in new play
*Cornell Chronicle*, 9/24/15
John Weiss, Bruce Levitt, Trevor Stankiewicz ’15, Rudy Gerson ’15 (HISTORY, PMA)

New book by Marilyn Migiel examines medieval masterpiece *
*College of Arts & Sciences Website*, 9/24/15
Marilyn Migiel (ROMANCE STUDIES)

Glee Club ’66 tour alums re-create melodic diplomacy
*Cornell Chronicle* (9/22/15)
Robert Isaacs (MUSIC)

Katherine Howe releases new novel *
*College of Arts & Sciences Website*, 9/21/15
Katherine Howe (AMERICAN STUDIES)

Creative writing professor honored with lecture series *
*College of Arts & Sciences Website*, 9/21/15
Helena Viramontes (ENGLISH)

After the Tony, director Sam Gold ’00 dives into varied projects *
*College of Arts & Sciences Website*, 9/21/15
David Feldshuh, Sam Gold ’00 (PMA)

Garrett cites Cornell and 'Ithaka' spirit as lifetime journeys
*Cornell Chronicle*, 9/18/15
Alice Fulton (ENGLISH)

Chapbook captures Garrett’s historic inauguration
*Cornell Chronicle*, 9/18/15
Gretchen Ritter, Alice Fulton (ENGLISH)

**Sciences and Math**

Does an Ocean on One of Saturn's Moons Mean We'll Find Alien Space Fish There?
*Vice*, 9/22/15
Jonathan Lunine (ASTRONOMY)

*Life-Hunting Mission Would Bring Samples Back from Saturn Moon Enceladus*
*Yahoo!News, 9/21/15 and 6 other media outlets*

Jonathan Lunine (ASTRONOMY)

Chemistry assistant prof. receives NSF Early Career award *
*College of Arts & Sciences Website, 9/21/15*

Kyle Lancaster (CHEMISTRY)

Dozens Partake in Stargazing Event at Observatory
*Cornell Daily Sun, 9/20/15*

Sam Newman-Stonebraker ’17

**Social Sciences**

*Today's Immigrants, Yesterday's 'Welfare Queen'*
*CityLab, 9/24/15*

Julilly Kohler-Hausmann (GOVERNMENT)

*Why Chinese Nationalism Could Impact the East and South China Seas VERY Differently*
*National Interest, 9/24/15*

Allen Carlson (GOVERNMENT)

*Q. and A.: Jessica Chen Weiss on Nationalism in Chinese Politics*
*New York Times, 9/24/15*

Jessica Chen Weiss, Jeremy Wallace (GOVERNMENT)

*The things we do: How money can buy you happiness*
*World Bank, 9/22/15 and 8 other media outlets*

Tom Gilovich (PSYCHOLOGY)

*Xi Jinping and China’s Future: The Bigger Problems Lie Within*
*The National Interest, 9/21/15*

Allen Carlson (GOVERNMENT)

*Politics of Refugee Crisis: Why There's No Science to Resettlement*
*Live Science, 9/21/15 and 1 other media outlet*

Mabel Berezin (SOCIOLOGY)

*Much of Ithaca built on top of Indian burial grounds, Cornell prof finds*
*Ithaca Voice, 9/21/15 and 1 other media outlet*

Kurt Jordan (ANTHROPOLOGY)

*Symposium to examine prisoners' human rights *
*Cornell Chronicle, 9/22/15*

Chris Garces (ANTHROPOLOGY)
Local Native Indian history buried in obscurity
Cornell Chronicle, 9/21/15
Kurt Jordan (ANTHROPOLOGY)

Garrett moderates Democracy and Inequality panel
Cornell Chronicle, 9/21/15, Cornell Daily Sun
Gretchen Ritter, Suzanne Mettler (GOVERNMENT)

Other Stories and Multiple Departments

ISS project examines reasons for U.S. mass incarceration
Cornell Chronicle (9/23/15)
Peter Enns, Anna Haskins, Julilly Kohler-Hausmann (GOVERNMENT, SOCIOLOGY, HISTORY)

Cornell Student Announces Run for Local Legislature
Cornell Daily Sun, 9/21/15 and 1 other media outlet
Elie Kirshner ‘18

Harrison toasts Garrett: 'good health, judgment, bold vision'
Cornell Chronicle, 9/18/15
Gretchen Ritter
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